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Eddy-Current Analysis Using Vector Hysteresis
Models with Play and Stop Hysterons
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Abstract—Vector hysteresis models are applied to an eddy-cur-
rent analysis. The vector hysteresis models are composed by play
hysterons and stop hysterons. The eddy-current analysis shows
that both play and stop hysteron models can effectively describe
isotropic vector hysteretic behavior. The stop hysteron model is
more efficient in analyzes using the magnetic vector potential than
the play model because the stop model can give the magnetic field
from the magnetic flux density without an iteration process.

Index Terms—Asymmetrical magnetization, eddy-current anal-
ysis, play hysteron, stop hysteron, vector hysteresis.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE PREISACH model [1] is a powerful tool for de-
scribing various hysteretic characteristics, including

the vector property [2]. In finite element analyzes, however,
the Preisach model has several difficulties such as a large
memory requirement and high computation costs to calculate
the magnetic field from the magnetic flux density [3].

Recently, some alternative hysteresis models [3]–[7] have
been proposed, which seem efficient enough to be applied to
the finite element analysis. However, most of these models are
scalar models, even though the electromagnetic field analysis
with ferromagnetic materials needs 2-D or 3-D vector hysteretic
properties [8], [9].

The present paper, firstly constructs 2-D vector hysteresis
models using the play and stop hysteron models [5], [7], and sec-
ondly applies them to a 2-D eddy-current analysis. The play hys-
teron model can be implemented more simply than the Preisach
model, and it has properties equivalent to those of the scalar
static Preisach model [10], [7]. The stop hysteron model is as
simple as the play hysteron model and is suitable for calculating

from .

II. PLAY AND STOP HYSTERONMODELS

A. Play Hysteron Model

The scalar play hysteron model [5], [7] describes the hys-
teretic relation between and as

(1)
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Fig. 1. Hysteron operators.

where
is the number of hysteron operators,
is the play hysteron operator, and
is a single-valued function.

The play hysteron operator is given by

(2)

where is the value of at the previous time-point, and is
a constant. The characteristics of operatorare illustrated in
Fig. 1(a).

The play hysteron model, described by (1) and (2), can be less
cumbersome in numerical implementations than the Preisach
model, and it can describe hysteretic characteristics equivalently
to the scalar static Preisach model [10], [7].

B. Stop Hysteron Model

The hysteretic characteristics given by the scalar stop hys-
teron model are written as

(3)

(4)

where
is a single-valued function,
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Fig. 2. Analyzed iron-core.

Fig. 3. Functionsf .

is the stop hysteron,

are the values at the previous time-point, and

is a constant.

The characteristics of operator are illustrated in Fig. 1(b).
While this model is as simple as the play hysteron model, it

is suitable for calculating from because the stop operator
makes clockwise hysteresis loops, as in Fig. 1(b).

If becomes a single-valued function when
( : saturation magnetic flux density), and should be
restricted within and , re-
spectively.

Since the derivatives of functions (2) and (4) are easily ob-
tained, both play and stop hysteron models can be used effec-
tively together with the Newton method.

III. V ECTORHYSTERESISMODELS

A. Vector Hysteresis Model by Play Hysterons

Mayergoyz [2] has proposed a 2-D vector hysteresis model
as a superposition of scalar models.

(5)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Hysteretic characteristics.

where
is a scalar hysteretic function for the-direction,
is the unit vector in the -direction,
is the number of angular divisions, and

.
The present paper uses the play hysteron model to represent

the function , where . Since the play
hysteron model is equivalent to the scalar static Preisach model,
the identification method for the vector Preisach model in [2]
can be applied to this vector model.

The electromagnetic analysis using magnetic vector potential
requires the inverse function of (5) that yields
from a known vector . The inversion is given by
solving (6) for by the Newton method.

(6)
The Newton method requires the Jacobian matrix of (6).

(7)

The inverse matrix of gives .

(8)

Equations (7) and (8) lead to

(9)
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Fig. 5. HHH- andBBB-fields att = 7; 12; 17 msec by play model.

B. Vector Hysteresis Model by Stop Hysterons

A 2-D vector function is constructed similarly as a
superposition of scalar stop hysteron models.

(10)

where is a scalar hysteretic function by the stop hysteron
model for the -direction. This vector model also has the prop-
erty of (9).

IV. EDDY-CURRENT ANALYSIS

The 2-D eddy-current analysis is carried out by using the
magnetic vector potential . The magnetic field is
written as a function of .

(11)

where and .
The equation for the eddy-current analysis is then given by

(12)
where is the electric scalar potential.

The Galerkin finite element method and the backward Euler
time difference scheme lead to (13) from (12).

(13)

(14)

where
is the interpolation function,

is the time-step, and

the superscripts of indicate the time-points.

Equation (13) is solved for the unknown vector by the
Newton method. The Newton method requires the Jacobian ma-
trix given by

(15)

The matrix becomes symmetric due to (9), (14),
and (15).
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. HHH- andBBB-fields att = 7; 17 msec by stop model.

V. EXAMPLES OF EDDY-CURRENT ANALYSIS

The iron-core with a square cross section shown in Fig. 2 is
analyzed. The alternating external electric field is imposed in
the -direction as

(16)

where V/m and Hz. The electrical conduc-
tivity is set at S/m. Before applying the electric field, the
iron-core is demagnetized.

One-fourth of the core region is divided into 3200 equal trian-
gular meshes to apply the finite element method with first-order
triangular elements.

The present paper assumes isotropic hysteresis. The func-
tions in the play hysteron model for all
the angular directions is set as in Fig. 3, where and

A/m. Fig. 4(a) shows the hysteretic character-
istics constructed by the play hysteron model where .
The vector model by stop hysterons are composed so as to ap-
proximately represent the inverse of the vector characteristics by
the play hysteron model. Fig. 4(b) shows the hysteretic charac-
teristics constructed by the stop hysteron model where ,

, T, , and
T ( ).

Fig. 5 shows the - and -fields by the play hysteron model
at msec, which are given from (13) with a of
0.1 msec. Fig. 5 illustrates that the eddy current prevents or de-
lays the variations in the magnetic field. Remanence is observed
in Fig. 5(d) when is almost zero as in Fig. 5(c). The rema-
nence is also seen in Fig. 5(f) wherearound the center part of

Fig. 7. Core-current.

the core is in the opposite direction of near the core-surface
and also in the opposite direction of. The vector model by
play hysterons needs several Newton iterations to compute
from . The average number of Newton iterations is less than
3 to solve (6) in this analysis.

Fig. 6 shows the - and -fields by the stop hysteron model
at msec, which are given from (13) with a of
0.2 msec. Figs. 5 and 6 show that the stop hysteron model gives
almost the same results as the play hysteron model without the
iteration process for the calculation of from .

Fig. 7 shows the electric current in the iron-core which is the
sum of the imposed current by and the induced eddy
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Fig. 8. HHH- andBBB-fields att = 7; 17 msec after dc excitations.

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 9. Effects of dc excitations.

current. The dotted line in Fig. 7 shows the current given by
the magnetostatic analysis without eddy current, while the dash-
dotted line is given by the nonhysteretic analysis where the ini-
tial magnetizing curve is used for the- relation. The initial
magnetizing curve is yielded by setting in the play hys-
teron model. For comparison, the current given by the vector
Preisach model [2] is also shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7 shows that the eddy current reduces and delays the
variation in the core-current. The maximal difference in the
core-current between the cases with and without hysteresis is
more than 70 A, whereas the discrepancy between the play
and stop hysteron models is less than 15 A. As expected, the
play hysteron model works equivalently to the Preisach model
within a discrepancy of A.

Next, the effect of asymmetrical magnetization is examined.
A large direct field of 10 V/m or V/m is applied and re-
moved before imposing the alternating field. Fig. 8 shows the

- and -fields with the stop hysteron model after the dc exci-
tations. The counter-clockwise and clockwise-fields clearly
remain, as seen in Fig. 8(c) and (d), respectively, because of the
dc excitations that also greatly affect the-fields, as in Fig. 8(a)
and (b). Fig. 9(a) and (b) show the – hysteresis loops at

(1.5 mm, 1 mm) after the positive- and negative-dc ex-
citations. Fig. 9(a) and (b) show that the positive dc excitation
leads to a large transient oscillation of the magnetic field, and
that the effect of dc excitations still remains in the steady state.
Fig. 9(c) shows the effect of dc excitations on the core-current,
which indicates that the positive dc excitation leads to a large
inrush current.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The vector hysteresis models using play and stop hysterons
are able to describe the vector hysteretic behavior effectively
in an eddy-current analysis. The play hysteron model yields
from with several Newton iterations, whereas the stop hys-
teron model gives without the iteration process.
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